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WATER – A SPIRITUAL ELEMENT
26 January 2014 – 25 Sh'vat 5774

Akurians, on my command:
 SET YOUR MIND, CLEAN YOUR SOUL AND REPEAT AFTER ME:
 "Most High Lord God of All Creation, ALIAH ASUR HIGH: This is my True and
Righteous Testimony to you as Ordered by You and Commissioned upon me in accordance
with Your Holy Anointing and established Chain of Command:
 "Consciousness of Consciousness this is the Great Vision: Lucifer and all your
minions, Lucifer and all your intentions and all your designs, Lucifer and all your servants,
knowing and ignorant: be you now bound in infinite restriction and bound in infinite
deprivation that you accomplish nothing, real or imagined, in the Heavens above, in the
Earth and in the Depths Beneath; into the deepest pits of Hell you are cast and there you
shall remain until one thousand generations have passed in total freedom from you and
your damnations!  Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision."

 The EXACTING SCIENCE of True Spiritual Metaphysics begins with an understanding
of the ELEMENTS: AKASHA, AIR, FIRE, WATER and EARTH; that have virtually
nothing to do with the PHYSICAL PLANE existence of ROOM TO EXIST, BREATHABLE
ATMOSPHERE and its relevant WEATHER manifestations; FIRE as both a consumable and
the application of HEAT to effect production – whether cooking, keeping warm and comfortable,
manufacturing or effecting sanitation – or use of the Solar Energies we all exist by; LIQUID
WATER to control FIRE, flush to clean or refresh ourselves; or EARTH as the soil under our
feet upon which we build structures, extract food and minerals required to support civilization as
we know it.
 The misconception is that AIR, as the quality of MOTION is both a Spiritual and
Physical manifestation to live and move is the same in both Spirit and Physical:  is an absolute
detrimental delusion!  The same is true with respect to all the other ELEMENTS and their
physical manifestation:  NONE – as in NONE – are the same in their Spiritual or Physical
existences or their respective manifestations!
 The Akurians being able to manifest – as in create – new physical matter, created directly
out of the ETHERS OF EXISTING ENERGIES or creating new ENERGIES and then making
physical matter out of those new ENERGIES:  an ability incorrectly assumed to be the sole and
exclusive capability of The Most High; is not as easy as waving a magic wand but certainly
cannot be blasted into incoherently with stupidity intact.  And the first level of stupidity –
Akurians have no excuse for indulgent ignorance – is the assumption that all aforesaid
ELEMENTS are the same in Spirit as they are in Physical.
 That point isn't just a pebble in the path, it's an absolute make-or-break in the processes
of our vested FirePower!

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

 Tonight's Instructional is going to be limited, for the most part, to the ELEMENT of
WATER and its manifestation in the Earth Plane.  We fully intend to use physical water in this
physical existence both as the vital product it is and as a weapon of total destruction against all
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those Bastards That Be – Anunnaki, Nefilim, ExtraTerrestrials and Anusazi – in whatsoever
order said Bastards That Be present themselves or as OUR determination of the Global Combat
Situation shall require.  We are NOT going to emplace one over the other as a welded-in-steel –
but we ARE going to use whichever WE determine to be the necessity at the time in accordance
with OUR assessment of each given situation as it presents itself.
 As an Akurian, you cannot afford to permit anybody or any given appearance to make
your decisions for you.  If you do, you can and will be deceived into pusswilly diversion after
pusswilly diversion, and failure upon failure.  DISCERN THE SITUATION!  DISCERN THE
PARTICIPANTS!  DISCERN THE ENERGIES INVOLVED!  Then make your Battle Plan. 
Then choose your TARGETS.  Put them in a proper order, strip them of all energies and
capabilities to resist and escape, and blow their asses into oblivion!

O.K., and HOW do we do that?
 First, we take the time to learn HOW to use the GREAT ELEMENTS both in the
Spiritual Realms and Physical-Earth manifestations.
 Physical-Earth water.  Like that from every faucet and tap in the house, flowing spring,
run, creek and river, standing lake and salty ocean.  Physical-Earth water.
 With your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE and DISCERN the nearest source or supply of
water, whether it's in a container or the local plumbing.  THAT is the Physical-Earth water we're
going to use for this Instructional.  Note the very essence of the energies that IS that source of
Physical-Earth water.  That it is NOT pure, naturally distilled rain, does NOT change the fact that
an Akurian can remove the Physical-Earth water in a pure form of Hydrogen and Oxygen and
leave the contaminants.  Nor does the fact it is NOT pure, naturally distilled rain prevent us from
taking only the contaminants – including radioactives – and leaving the Physical-Earth water!
We can do either – once we've properly DISCERNED that Physical-Earth water.
 Additionally, we can take either the Physical-Earth water or the contaminants, move them
to any other location in Creation, refine them or further pollute them to enhance whatever our
pre-determined use is going to be; and move them again – as often as necessary – to effect either
a better refinement or direct strike on our TARGET.  Whatever we need to do, in whatever order
we need to do it.  Akurians are unlimited in FirePower and unrestrained in its use within Holy
Law.
 Physical-Earth water.  With your FULL BODY SUPER SENSE and without making a
BELLY BALL, BODY OF LIGHT or any other Spiritual Manifestation, DISCERN the
ENERGY of the Pure Physical-Earth water, nothing else.  Make yourself familiar with the
ENERGY of the Pure Physical-Earth water.  Now with your MindPower alone, take a supply of
the ENERGY of Pure Physical-Earth water.  Just the ENERGY, leave the water.  You only need
a handful, and you'll note it doesn't flatten out or spill as a handful of the wet kind of water does,
it retains its shape without any effort from you at all.
 Now, with your hands apart, cause that ENERGY of Pure Physical-Earth water to move
from hand to hand; and you'll notice it feels almost like WET water, cool to the touch, and will
seem like it's going to spill.  It won't, but it sure feels as if it's going to run right out of your grip.
 Set that ENERGY of Pure Physical-Earth water aside, it will stay wherever you put it, and
with your MindPower alone, take a supply of the Physical-Earth water itself.  There is a very
subtle difference, almost imperceptible, between the ENERGY and the actual water, but you
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must become familiar with that difference!  Using one when you need the other is a sure and
certain failure.
 Here's HOW to know which is which in actual application, but it will NOT tell you which
is which in prior as THAT must be a part of your own expertise at DISCERNMENT:  attempt to
cause that Pure Physical-Earth water to move from hand to hand as you did the ENERGY a few
minutes ago; and note any mite differences you can detect.
 Now, determine the Pure Physical-Earth water to attain some degree of HEAT and note
the instant temperature difference in both hands as you bounce it back and forth!  The Pure
Physical-Earth water will deliver that temperature difference and the ENERGY of Pure
Physical-Earth water won't.  It will stay cool to the touch.
 At this point, you should also be able to sense a difference between the two, almost like
the difference you can feel between sugar and salt or flour of different grains.  It's very subtle, but
it's there.
 Now, take the Pure Physical-Earth water in one hand and the ENERGY of Pure
Physical-Earth water in the other, and you should be able to determine which is which without
any great error.
 Can both be used at the same time?

YES!  Just as salt and water can; but you, the practitioner, must be fully aware of which is
which, how much of which is being applied, the to-do-what and all other relevant factors that
cannot be contaminated even in the slightest degree.
 For our practice we're going to use EQUAL amounts of both as determined by our
individual DISCERNMENT.  This will prevent any overflow or reduction of effect upon our
intended TARGET.

ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

Akurians, select someone you don't like, any Bastard That Be except Obastard himself
and Blivit Biden.  Those two must be handled with very special care as we want them in front of
a firing squad on judicial orders.  However, Harry Reid and Bill O'Reilly are already targeted, so
leave them alone too lest we jackass; but any other Bastard That Be from either Pope on down,
liberal entertainers, media hypes, politicians, bureaucrats, other heads of state, et cetera; just
make sure that your TARGET is of such known publicity that anything toward that happens to
them will make global news.  Other than these four:  Obastard, Biden, Reid and O'Reilly; are fair
game.  No other exceptions.  Just make sure they are of such prominence that flatulence cross
ways will make global news coverage as THAT will be our best and cheapest source of
confirmation.

Akurians, you are going to exterminate a known enemy of the human race.  Keep your
choice TARGET secret from all others, but inform me via email or phone, and let all of us know
when they show clear signs of your strike.  Some TARGETS will take longer than others, but if
done EXACTLY as given, publicized effects will make the news in very short order.

Akurians, you are going to transport Physical-Earth water FROM your TARGET and
replace it with transported Physical-Earth water you will have contaminated INTO your
TARGET.

Akurians, select your Bastard That Be!
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Akurians, select as much Physical-Earth water and ENERGY of Physical-Earth water as
you deem necessary.  Transport BOTH into the Sun and contaminate BOTH with as much deadly
energies and poisons as you can muster.

Akurians, remove all Physical-Earth water and ENERGY of Physical-Earth water from
your Bastard That Be and throw it into the distant ethers!  Leave no moisture whatsoever, make
them totally dry and ready to absorb any available moisture.

Akurians, transport your CONTAMINATED Physical-Earth water and ENERGY of
Physical-Earth water from the Sun and emplace all of it into your Bastard That Be and bind it to
them as life itself.

Akurians, when you are finished, disconnect from the Physical-Earth water, ENERGY of
Physical-Earth water and all energies of your TARGET Bastard That Be.  Leave them to die
and make open fools and traitors of themselves in their pre-death insanities.  When the body is
deprived of water, the brain is the first to suffer … thus the hallucinations and erratic behavior.

 Let me know when you are finished.

Akurians, now here's the process to clean yourself of all water-related contaminations.
Akurians, DISCERN yourself, your own physical body, as it currently is:  aches, pains

and all.
Akurians, DETERMINE what you want your physical body to become in the shortest

timeframe possible.  Forget getting rid of ugly, that didn't work for me either, as what you are
going to accomplish is a Spiritual re-generation of your physical body that will have some very
dramatic effects!  Done properly and often enough, and you CAN make some very desirable
physical changes in your body; and that does work, as I've fought dementia with it for several
years.  The difference is, instead of dementia taking me down in two or three years, it's still in the
fight and hasn't totally won in nearly eight years!  THAT is dramatic!

Akurians, select as much Physical-Earth water and ENERGY of Physical-Earth water as
you deem necessary since you are only going to apply it to you.

Akurians, CLEAN both the Physical-Earth water and ENERGY of Physical-Earth water
by aligning them from top to bottom as if setting their respective magnetic polarities in perfect
union.

Akurians, insert this CLEANED Physical-Earth water and ENERGY of Physical-Earth
water into your physical body and bind it to yourself.  Note that you did NOT remove any water
or ENERGIES prior – but you can!
 It's best for healing if you adapt your physical body to these two ELEMENTALS – and
then target any given condition or disease.  Once you're adapted, remove the Physical-Earth water
and ENERGY of Physical-Earth water from any infected part and instantly refill it with the
CLEANED version.  It's an awesome healing process that I've used for several decades; ridding a
ten-day cold/flu infection in two or three days.
 If you had nothing else to do in Creation, you could totally restore yourself from head to
toe and live 150 years or more; but since we're already in over our heads with life and the global
situation, we can still expect colds, flu, et cetera, but we can reduce them instantly and the sooner
we do that – at the slightest hint – the better.  All injuries can be healed a lot faster and with less
permanent damage with this very simple process; but as with all things of True Spiritual
Metaphysics it's an EXACTING SCIENCE that will not deviate to suit our preferences.
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ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS?

Akurians, on my command:
 SET YOUR MIND, CLEAN YOUR SOUL AND REPEAT AFTER ME:
 "Most High Lord God of All Creation, ALIAH ASUR HIGH: This is my True and
Righteous Testimony to you as Ordered by You and Commissioned upon me in accordance
with Your Holy Anointing and established Chain of Command:
 "Consciousness of Consciousness this is the Great Vision: Lucifer and all your
minions, Lucifer and all your intentions and all your designs, Lucifer and all your servants,
knowing and ignorant: be you now bound in infinite restriction and bound in infinite
deprivation that you accomplish nothing, real or imagined, in the Heavens above, in the
Earth and in the Depths Beneath; into the deepest pits of Hell you are cast and there you
shall remain until one thousand generations have passed in total freedom from you and
your damnations!  Consciousness of Consciousness, this is the Great Vision."


